
Good&Co and Tumblr Demographic

Create Social Buzz

Good&Co is a self-discovery platform and network for a new generation of professionals 

looking for more meaning in their careers. Boostinsider helps this career match test app get 

popular in Tumblr community.

The target user of Good&Co app matches perfectly with the Tumblr user demographics. Most 

of the Tumblr users are millennials, who use the mobile device more often and love to share 

the apps they find useful. 

Boostinsider targets to Tumblr influencers whose audiences are 18 to 25 year old and about 

to start their career. About half of the influencers' audiences are located in the US. The 

demographics of these influencers' audience meets up with the user acquisition 

requirements of Good&Co.

Boostinsider managed monthly Tumblr CPC promotion campaigns for Good&Co, creating a 

social buzz among Tumblr user community. Top posts created by Boostinsider influencers 

can achieve 20k notes each. Popular Tumblr influencers with up to 1 million enthusiastic fan 

bases share original posts for the app and take their fans directly to the app store to 

download.

Users not only download the Good&Co app and complete the career quiz, they also 

share the test result to their Tumblr channels, thus bring more organic users for the app. 

G o o d & C o  +  S o c i a l  A d w o r d s
C A S E  S T U D Y



Influencers' Original Posts

Boostinsider influencers implement their talents for the creation of promotion posts for 

Good&Co. Q&A is one of the top engaging formats of the post. Top influencers get a lot of 

questions from their followers every day, they pick one of the questions as an opening topic 

to introduce Good&Co app to who need it. 
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App Installation

37%
Click-to-download
Rate

93%
Download-to-registration
Rate

40%
lower CPI compared
with Facebook

High-Quality Organic User 

Boostinsider monthly CPC promotion campaigns bring a stable volume of app downloads 

and high-quality organic users. 



Social Media Posts


